
Item no.: 376769

MCE502 - Maclean electric heater, Convection, Glass panel, Timer, Touch display,
WiFi control, Black color

from 78,68 EUR
Item no.: 376769

shipping weight: 3.50 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
High-quality Maclean MCE502 electric radiator with a touch glass panel. Thanks to its high power of 2000W, it is ideal for quickly heating or reheating rooms.The heating can be
controlled using a touch panel, while the free Smart Life application allows access to additional functions using a smartphone or tablet with Android or iOS. Additionally, the Smart
Life app is compatible with both Amazon Alexa and Google Home.Thanks to the application, it is possible to program the heating by creating programs and schedules for turning the
heater on and off. Programs can be one-time, such as setting a timer, or cyclical, where the heating will turn on at the same time every day. An unlimited number of weekly
programs can be set.The automation function allows you to configure actions triggered by external events, such as weather, temperature, humidity, sunset, sunrise and the user's
location. You can add multiple actions and multiple triggers for each event, so you can, for example, set the heater to turn on at 21°C when it's snowing!The glass display shows
information about the currently selected heating mode, selected temperature, current room temperature and the status of the Wi-Fi connection.Using the touch panel, you can
quickly change the mode, target temperature or set the timer.The elegant design of the radiator makes it easily fit into any interior. The radiator can be mounted either on the wall or
placed on the floor. The set includes mounting accessories and non-slip feet.Specification- Producer: Maclean- Model: MCE502- Touch panel- Wi-Fi control via the free Smart Life
app- Smart Life application compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Home- Thermostat and timer- Voltage: 220-240 V, 50-60 Hz- Power: 2000 W- Protection class: IP24- Wall or
leg mounting- Length: 780 mm- Height: 470 mm- Depth: 75 mm- Cable length: 1.6 mSet contains- 2000W Maclean MCE502 convection electric heater- Mounting accessories- Feet-
User manual- Manufacturer's packagingFeatures- Modern convector heater with a glass panel- Simple operation via touch display or free application- Can be mounted on the wall
or placed on the floor- Free Smart Life application for Android and iOS devices- The application works with Amazon Alexa and Google Home- Elegant design - fits perfectly into any
room
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